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POSTER PRESENTATIONS
GEOSCIENCE
Origins of hydrogen sulphide (H2S) in gas reservoirs by isotopic analyses: the mitigation of operation risks
G Chalmers (University of the Sunshine Coast)

The Reids Dome beds and its coal seam gas characteristics—Queensland’s latest coal seam gas target
S Scott (Australian Gas Company Pty Ltd)

Application of a probability model to detect unrecognised igneous intrusions in sedimentary basins
S Holford (The University of Adelaide)

A time series analysis of exploration in the North West Shelf
MI Inggrid (ERCE)

Stratigraphic and structural architecture of the deep-water Otway Basin—implications for frontier 
hydrocarbon prospectivity
C Nicholson (Geoscience Australia)

Petrophysical characterisation of the Cambrian and Neoproterozoic successions in the Officer Basin
Li Wang  (Geoscience Australia)

The search for new oil and CO2 storage resources: Residual oil zones in Australia
A Kalinowski (Geoscience Australia)

Geomechanical rock properties of the Officer Basin 
A Bailey (Geoscience Australia)

Optimising value in the mature Turrum Field: Integrating modern seismic, high-resolution sequence 
stratigraphy and production data in a 3D geological model
N Debenham (Esso Australia)

Addressing exploration uncertainties in the southern Bonaparte Basin: Enhanced stratigraphic control 
and post drill analysis for upper Permian plays
R Owens (Geoscience Australia)

The Northwest Offshore Otway Basin Well Folio
D Nguyen (Geoscience Australia)

Old basins, new seismic data—architecture of Proterozoic basins in North West Queensland
S Edwards (Queensland Department of Resources)

A regional strike-slip fault under the Canning Basin
Y Zhan (Geological Survey of Western Australia)

Natural hydrogen exploration in Australia—state of knowledge and presentation of a case study
E Frery (CSIRO)

Seismic, petrophysical and petrological constraints on the alteration of igneous rocks in the Northern 
Carnarvon Basin, Western Australia: Implications for petroleum exploration and drilling operations
S Holford (The University of Adelaide)

Potential field interpretation and modelling in the deep-water Otway Basin
Y Poudjom Djomani (Geoscience Australia)

The APPEA Conference 
technical and business 
program incorporates 
an extensive poster 
series comprising of over 
50 outstanding papers. 
The extended abstracts 
or full papers of these 
posters will be included 
in The APPEA Journal & 
Conference Proceedings 
provided online after the 
conference. 

The poster series will 
be on display within the 
Exhibition Hall of the 
Brisbane Convention 
& Exhibition Centre 
from 8:00am to 6:00pm 
Tuesday and Wednesday, 
and 8:00am to 3:00pm 
Thursday. Delegates are 
encouraged to attend 
the special Meet the 
Authors Session in the 
poster area during lunch 
on Wednesday 18 May, 
1:00pm–2:00pm to meet 
the authors and discuss 
their work.
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ENGINEERING

The use of corrosion protection measures to extend the service life of lifting equipment in a marine 
environment 
B Burgess (William Hackett)

Integrity considerations for dehydration of carbon dioxide
R Weiter (Advisian Pty Ltd)

Developing Australia’s underground hydrogen storage through demonstration
M Watson (CO2CRC)

Strength in numbers: How the different satellite systems used to monitor methane emissions from 
space have different, yet complementary, capabilities to help the oil and gas industry meet its 
decarbonisation goals
J Gauthier (GHGSat)

Digitalisation and automation for the development of modern engineering workflows
A Hernandez and M Sinclair (Xodus)

Route Selection with Artificial Intelligence: Pseudocode and demonstration of a multi-use artificial 
intelligence algorithm to perform offshore pipeline, cable and umbilical route selection and optimisation
D Sage (Genesis)

A new approach for production forecasting from individual layers in multi-layer commingled tight 
gas reservoirs
K Van Der Haar (Kosten) (The University of Adelaide Faculty of ECMS)

Dynamic Risk Advisor—real time bowtie risk assessment monitoring system
G Silva (Intelie)

Modelling of high point vents in water gathering systems—a new approach using Simcenter Flomaster
J Sprengel (JS Pumps and Fluid System Consultants)

Carbon capture clusters
H Riordan (Advisian)

Using unsupervised machine learning to identify risk of failure at aging oil and gas assets
U Manchanda (Kent Consultants)

A holistic approach to reducing small bore fitting and tubing failures in oil and gas facilities
R Singh (Wood Australia Pty Ltd)

Monitoring well cementing operations using distributed fibre optic sensing
L Ricard, J Dautriat (CSIRO)
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ESG
Design for decommissioning—focusing on preventative strategies and beneficial impact assessment 
for managing offshore infrastructure in situ
A Duguid (GHD)

Quantifying the reduction of rehabilitation needs and safety risks in the use of innovative well 
and flowline decommissioning tools
G Lindsay (SLS Environmental Pty Ltd)

Can hologram technology promote family connection and combat anxiety and depression in oil 
and gas employees?
A Valadez (Aspen Medical Pty Ltd)

A quantitative method for evaluating ecological risks associated with long-term degradation of deep-sea 
plastic-containing infrastructure
A Testoff (Montrose Environmental Group Inc)

An integrated approach to environmental assessment for decommissioning outcomes 
L Mayboehm (Esso Australia)

Fish associated with subsea pipelines and artificial rock berms
S van Elden (The University of Western Australia)

Marine measurement, monitoring and verification for offshore carbon storage projects—learnings from a 
coastal Gippsland setting
A Ross (CSIRO)

Enhancing the management decommissioning activities in Joint Development Areas 
A Tung (Curtin University)

Fit for work, healthy for life—the science of wellbeing | G Gibbs (ExxonMobil), M Ashman (Esso Australia)

Key lessons in planning for proactive decommissioning—a review of the Thevenard Island 
decommissioning project | M Boisvert (Chevron Australia)

Lighting the way | B Hardman, D Sharp (Chevron Australia)

BUSINESS
Measurement best practice ‘To the standards and beyond!’
A Pring (Sensia Global)

Strategic decision making to achieve a path to net zero
K Cejka (Decision Frameworks)

Global energy outlooks and Australia’s net zero energy future
J Paz (Xodus Group)

Environmental genomics applications for environmental management activities in the oil and gas industry: 
State of the art review and future research needs
M Marnane (Chevron Technical Centre)
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